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Abstract 
. . .  .. . . ._ .. , _.. I 

We investigate a mechanism responsible for the observed very short 

times of the photon echo decay (of the order of a.few femtoseconds) . 

in semiconductors. It is associated with the loss of phase . .  memory . , 

as a result of interaction of the mixed state (associated with inter- 

band transitions) with an unscreened random Coulomb potential of 

the photocarriers or with a random static potential of the impurities. 
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Qualitative physical consideration ciiabliiig one to visualize the pro- 

cess of echo decay arc presented. We have introduced a new time 

characteristic of a system of interacting electrons. This is the the 

time of phase breaking, rq which we calculate within the eikonal ap- 
proximation using a diagrammatic techniques. It is shown that rp is 

typically much shorter than both the period of plasma oscillations and 

.the time of ele.ctronzelectroii collisions. The screening of Coulomb PO- 

tential cannot build up during this time. T~ is.proportional to n-lld 
(where n is the cairier concentration, d the dimensionality of a sys- 

tem) which is consistent with the ksperimental results. However, the 
derived law of .echo decay .of the form exp [ - ( T / T ~ ) ~ ]  does not agree - 
with the esisting kyperimental data. 

asa 

I Introduction. 

The echo phenomenon in two level electron systems excited by a sequence of 
electromagnetic pulses is well known .[1],[2]. ' Recent advances in ultrashort 
laser pulse technique. have made possible observation of the twepulse fem- 
tosecond echo from interband (valence-conduction band) transitions in bulk 
semiconductors [3] as well as in a quantum well structures [4]. The time 

evolution of the phase sensitive mixed quantum states responsible for echo 

phenomena in physical systems are of great importance for understanding 
of various mechanisms of phase relaxation of electron states a s  well as its . 

nature. The present paper is devoted to investigation of the possible meclia- 
nism of the echo decay and can he considered as a continuation and further 
development of the earlier paper [SI. 

. .  . 



Tlie echo is a non1inea.r eRect wliich can be in general dcscrilied as follows. 

Let an observable quantity, s.ay, a macroscopic electric dipole moment D be a 

sum of a great number of contributions from AT independent subsystems (or 
particles). Then a perturbation of a very short duration (a "shock'') excites 

each individual particle j into a mixed transition state ,between stationary 

states with energi.es €: and €;. Observables in such a state oscillate with the 
frequency Wj = &; - €{ (to make expressions in the intermediate calculations . 
less cumbersome we will often put f i  = I) and the total dipole moment is . .. ,. 

varying as 

D(t) = dj exp (-hit) . (1) * 

j 

At t = 0 it has a macroscopic value D cx N d  (IV >> l).but later'due to differ.: . .  
ences in frequencies wj decreases and practically vanishes for times greater .. 
than the 1/Aw, where Aw issa typical frequency shift. For broad distribution 

of frequencies wj it is of the order of the width of the frequency distribution in. 
the exciting pulse. After the time interval t >> l/Ah &ere% a'second pulse 

. .. 
. 

. . - . -  . 

.. . . . . 

which reverses the quantum state in such a way that its frequency changes 

the sign oj 3 €i - €i = -wj while conserving the phase .(-uj.) acquired to 

. . _  . . .  . .  the moment t = r. Thus we have 

Here we introduce factors vf which characterize the change in the dipole 

moment amplitude c l j  due to the second pulse. We see that at the moment 
t = 2~ the phases of individual oscillators vanish and D(t) emerges again as 

a macroscopic quantity (and the corresponding echo pulse is generated). 
This can be illustrated by a diagram (see Fig.1). We use a time-ordered 

diagrainrnat.ic techniq~ies (see (61, cf. wit.11 ('71). A line on a diagram represent.s 
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the state of a j t h  pa.rticle and points indicate the actions of the pulses. 

At t = 0 we had a stationary state. The first shock creates an  oscillating 

transition state. The second (double) shock reverses it at t = T and finally 
at t = 27 a radiation pulse is observed. Eq.(2) shows that the constancy 
of the oscillation frequencies wj with time is crucial for observation of the 
echo . However, these frequencies suffer random fluctuations Swj(t) because 
of interaction of the particles with the surrounding medium. We can include 
the fluctuations into the general scheme regarding them as amplitudes.of . 

instant shocks distributed randomly in time. Representing them by, points . 

on a diagram we get for the evolution operator (see Fig. 2.) 
1 

at + ;wi + i h j '  
+... = 1 1 (-i6wj) 1 

' at + iwj + at + iwj ' at ,+ io; 
. .  

(3) 

Using 3 4 3 )  we obtain the total dipole moment as . / . _  

This is a random quantity that shouid be averaged over all ppssible frequency- 
variations 6wj(t): . 

Here the averaging is denoted by the angular brackets. The averaging pro-. , 

cedure will be considered in detail 'below. Now let us note that there are, two . 
principal mechanisms leading to the decay of the echo signal. The.first one is 

a simple damping resulting mainly from large (and fast) fluctuations ("colli- 

sions"). These are the processes which, in particular, bring about relaxation 

of the occupancy numbers of energy levels. The law of the echo decay due 
to them is 

< D(2i)  >= .j'dj esp ( - 2 ~ ~ j )  
j 

. 
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with uj = (V;') + $ ' ) / 3 - ,  where ujl) and 

inverse relaxation times) for the levels €; aiid E;. 

arc the damping rates (or the 

The second decay mechanism is related to the phenomenon known as 

spectral digusion [SI ¶[9] in which sinal1 frequency fluctuations play a principal 

role. As a result of such fluctuations the oscillation frequency suffers a sort 

of random walk so that one can write 

(7) < D(%) >= cv;dj < exp [i~(&' - hu)] > 

where So' and 6w are the frequency value after &dependent wandering .. during . . 

j 
' 

the time T. If we assume that frequency wandering looks like a usual diffusion . .  . . . 

and take the probability distribution of random variable ( = So'-So * -  =.given . 
. .  

we obtain for the echo decay.due to the spectral diffusion: . .. . . .  
_ - . e  - 

< D(27) >= W,([)exp (i@)ty = cv;dj exp.(-0r3) (9) 
j 

The diffusion constant D can be expressed through the mean square of the 
frequency wandering as < So: >='< > /2, = Dt. ,Thus there are. two . 

limiting cases of echo decay: the law exp (-vt) and the law exp (-Dt3) where 

v and D are the damping and diffusion constants, respectively. For various 

distributions of damping aiid diffusion constants the summation over j can 

change the resulting formula even for pure cases of damping or diffusion (it 

is interesting to compare our results also with [9] where. the law exp ( -At2)  
where A is another constant is obtained for two- level systems in glasses). 

The echo decay, or optical &phasing, was studied in semiconductors in  

a. num1)er oE papers (sec [1O], [ t  11, [I?]). 'L'lie o1)tained results usually corre- 
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spond to considcration of daiiipiiig, Le. only the action of short range and/or 
rapidly varying parts of the perturbations are finally taken into account. In 

this way, in paper by Lonski et al.[ll] the echo decay in disordered semicon- 
ductors is considered and an exponential law of decay is found. The difference 
between their and our case can be understood as follows. In Ref.[ll], due to 

a short range of the potential, the time of echo decay is.determi.ned by the 
collision time and the law of.decay turns out to be purely exponential. We 
consider here a long range Coulomb interaction where one can look upon the 
phase variation as a sum of a great number.of relatively small contributions.. 

As a result, we get a sort of diffusional motion of the phase and the echo dies 
off during the time T ~ ,  which may be much smaller tKan a dme characteriz- 
ing collisions of the particles interacting according to the Coulomb law. We 
&re going to show that for it number of cases of interest the spectral diffu-. 

sion may be quite effective as a dephasing mechanism with the characteristic 
decay time much smaller than the usual relaxation time due to "collisions". . 

. .  
. .. . 

, I  

. .  .. 
. .  
. .  

. I  

2 Echo phenomenon in semiconductors 
. .  

We consider a semiconductor with the energy gap Eg and the dispersion. laws 

in the conduction and valence bands given by 

E; = p2/2m,, E; = - Eg - p2/2mh 

where p is the electron quasimomentum. The mixed quantum state which 
is responsible for the echo phenomenon in this case is represented by the 

nondiagonal element of cleiisity matrix or, simply, by the product of the 



. .  ' .  

wave function spccilied by the values of their quasimomenta: 

$&+p,, - exp (iQpt), 

Q' &,c - exp (-iRpt) 
P V  

where !Jp is equal to 

We assume that a short laser pulse creates such a state at  t = 0 (see Fig. 

3.). Then another pulse at t = 7 rev.erses . .  it and at t = 2r an echo s i g d  is 
observed just as it has been shown in the previous section.' Two . *  drawings 
in Fig.3. reflect the fact that a state with the frequencx of oscillation +Rp 
can be created by mixingtwo pure quantum states (diagonal elements of the 
density matrix) Q&QPc and $;)&pL.. The bar. at the bottom of the drawing 

The diagram in Fig.3 enables one to write an expression for the spatial 
Fourier transform of the polarization current. The current is repr&ented by 
the uppermost arrow in the drawing. .Other points correspond to .the matrix 

. .  

corresponds to the occupancy numbers of these states, Fcp and Fyp. . .. 

. .  

elements of electron interband transitions and describe the actions of the two 

laser pulses with the wave vectors kl and k2- Thus ~ 7 e  have: 

Here we put Epfk N ED + kv Ilecause of the inequality k << p .  Note that a 
point in a line going along the t.ime (the wave function) contributes (4) while 

. I  

a point in  a line going i n  t.1ic o1)posit.e direction (the comples conjugated wave 

Eunction) contriI)ut.c*s (+i) .  1 lip eiir:rgx i n  the resolvent ent.crs wit.11 the plus ,. 



sign for a wave funct.ion line and with the minus sign for a complex conjugated 
wave function line. Due to spatial homogeneity the total quasimomentum is 

conserved at any interaction point. The current Eq.(ll) has the form typical 
for tlle echo phenomena and at t = 27 is equal to 

j ( t ,  kl - 2k2) = e x  < vlvlc > exp [i(kl - k2)(v, - v c ) ~ ] i ~ ~ l ~ , ( F c p  - Fvp) 
P 

(12) 
In Eq. (11) we. put Fcp+k 21 Fcp. . .  

.Let us discuss mechanisms leading to echo decay. We assume that the e . , '  . 

electrons are.influenced by a random field U(r , t )  produted either bjr.impu-, . 

rities and lattice vibrations or by other electrons created by the laqer pulse ~ . . . . .  
and randomly distiibuted . .  _ L  in space. Field U(r,t) & be represented . -  by its , I  , .  

space and time harmonics 
e , . .  . *' ... - 

U(r, t )  = C.Ug-e  -iwf+iqr (13)'. 
4 .  . .  QW 

The mean value of U(r,t) vanishes'so that < U& >= 0 and . 

(14) . . , < U-(rl,tl)U(r,t) >= IUqJ2e-'" ( f- tdiiq(r-r1) 

Qw 

. 
For example, for the potential of randomly distributed static impurities we 

have 

U(r) = u(r - rj) = uqeiq(r-rj) (15) 
j jq 

where rj is the position of the j th  impurity. At first we study the role of short 
range fast field fluctuations with wave vectors q - p and frequencies w - EP. 
Due to the action of such fluctuations damping constants appear for electron 
states. We illustrate it by the following diagrani (see Fig. 4.)- There are two 
fluctuations with the space and time dependence of the type exp i fiwl f iqr) 



that act on the wave functions of the considered state at arbitrary tiine 

moments as two successive momentary shocks. The first diagram corresponds 

to an expression of tlie type 

Assuming for the first point the time dependence e--iwt and for the second 

point esiwr we have 

and an analogous expression for the second drawing. Considering the time 
evolution of the envelope function one can exclude the large frequency QP 

from the denominator, We see that this .expression is none other than.a con- . 

tribution to the electron energy and to the damping due to field fluctuations: . . .  .. . . 
. .  

The second drawing in Fig.4 represents the term -is€;. The diagram in Fig. 

4 describes interaction of an electron in the mixed quantum state with time 
dependent local field fluctuations caused by the scatterers. We can include 
the interactions in all lines of the echo diagrams in Fig.3. that results in 

substitution 
U n, 3 0, + 6Rp - 7. 
L 

The frequency variation 60,  vanishes in tlie filial expression so that only 

damping is important. For the fast echo phenomena such as the femtosecond 
echo an estimate sho\vs t ha t  duriiig the clelas t.ime for the echo signal, r ,  

tlic clectroii collisioiis arc w r y  iniproLai>lc I)ecausc of tlic iiicqua1it.y T << T ~ .  

I .  

- - -  



r \  I ]ius the main role in the decay shoulcl pia? tlic long range and slowly vary- 

ing part of the field fluctuations. For carrier concentration of the order of 

10'7cm-3 the electron-electron collision time T,, is greater than 100 fs. Since 
the time of echo decay is of the order of 10 fs [3] we should exclude these 
collisions as a cause of echo decay. On the other hand, for such carrier 
concentrations the period of plasma oscillations is also about 100 fs so that 
Debye screening of field fluctuations cannot build up during the echo evolu- 
tion. The experiment shows [3] that the time of echo decay depends-on the. 
carrier concentration, n, as n-*ld. This fact points out that field fluctuations 

are mainly due to Coulomb field of the carriers created by.the h e r  pulses, 

. .:. - 3 Femtosecond echo decay. ... 1 ~ 

%or so short time interval the ,potential created 'by randomly distributed - . : 
. , *  

. . charges.(electrons or impurities) may be treated as static or quasistatic.. The 
change.of the.electron quasimomentum, q, under the action of a smooth and . .  

long-range Coulomb potential is small as compared with quasimomentum p 

(this makes the so called.high energy or eikonal approximation [l3]), so that 

To take into account the influence of charged inipurit.ies , one should insert 
I points of interaction with inipurities in the diagrams and take the average. In 

the second order in the perturhtion potential U and in the first order in the 

impurity concentration 77. onc gct.s 16 t.erms of the perturbatioli t.heory. As 

. .  
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. .  

an example, three of t.hem are represented by diagranls i n  Fig. 5. To make 
our consideration as simple as possible, we assume that the time interval 

between the pulses is much longer than the durations of the pumping pulse. 

In our further calculations we will consider 6-pulses. 

The presented diagrams are equal to the following expressions 

. (21) 

. (22) 

1 

1 

- 1  

$t)¶ at at at 
(i Uq) e-' -6(t), n 4 ( t  - T)-(-iU-q)e at at at at 

at -9 a t  at at 

e-iqvct 1 1 1 
n -6( t - T )  - ( - iU,) eiqvct - ( -i U-q) 

1 -iqvci - 1 1 

. .  
1 . n-(iu 1 )d-iqvc'~eiqvcfC-qv,t6(t - .)-(iv,)eiqvv'-s(t)-. '(23) . 

Let us note that in addition to the diagrams commonly'known in kinet- . 

ics describing the,usual "in-" and "out"-terms there:are some special typei ' 
describing correlation of the carriers via impuriti& during vkious timeinter:.' 

vals. For example, the third diagram . -  ... takes ..- into account such a correlation 
in the electron motion in the conduction band and valence band during the 
time intervals from 0 to T and from T to 2 ~ .  Summing over q we get for the 

* . - _. ._ ' . 

.. , 

sum of all 16 diagrams 
I .  

2T c{-i LT u(r - v,t)c~t + i 1 7 u [r - v,(t - 7) - v,r] dt 

+i iT u(r - v,t)dt - i lT li [r - ~ , ( t  - 7) - v,71 dt)2. 

2 

Taking into account all orders in U and 72 we obtain the evolution law in the 
form 



Here we introduced the reduced electron-hole illass 771.~1,  = 7 1 ~ , t ? ~ h / ( ? n e  + 772h). 

Let us note that the same result can be derived in a somewhat different 
way. To begin with, let us calculate the phase acquired by electron-hole state 
in a field of single it11 impurity center. In the field U electron and hole during . _ . .  I .. . . 
the time interval 7 between I .  pulses acquire phases ,. -r .U(& . . - vet)& *and 1' U(Ri - vht)& (25) 

respectively.' The light crktes electron'ivith momentum p . .  and hole. with 
momentum -p. The corresponding velocities which should be inserted in 

(25) axe V, = p/me, vh = -p/mh. At the time t = T the second light pulse. 
changes' the band indices. After the second pulse during the 'time interval 

. ,  . .  l i  ' i  

. .  ? . .  
* ~I , 

between t = 7 ,and t = 27 the electron state acquires the'phzke ' . .  

whereas the hole state gets the phase 

U ( R *  - ve7 - Vh(t  - 7 ) ) d t  -J,r 
The total phase at t = 27 is a sum over spatial coordinaws of he impurities 
randomly distributed in space. To compute an observable one should take a 
configurational average of the espression 

where 



The number of impurities AT i n  a volume It obeys t.hc Poisson distribution 

where 

are uniformly distributed with probability density l / V .  
is the average number of impurities. The coordina.tes of impurities 

The exponent in Eq.(2S) is then a product of exponents and we . .  have for 
the configurational average denoted by < ..- >c 

where < ... >Ar m&ns the average .over the Poisson distribution: Since 

we get for < A >c 

- 
< A >c= exp [E 1 dr  (ei4 - I)] 

v u  

Introducing the concentration of impurities x/V = n we see that Eq.(32) 
coincides with Eq.(24). We wish to emphasize that even under the-condition 
me = mh the total pliase of mixed state does not vanish. 

For 3D case where the impurities of two types (donors and acceptors) 

in equal concentrations are present we get that the echo signal decay is de- 
termined by Ey.(24) where esp(i4) is replaced by cosd. Inserting for the 
impurity potential U(r) = e/er ( E  being 'the dielectric susceptibility) we 

rewrite the decay factor through diiiieiisioiiless variables 

(33) 



where Q = e2f(7ne/m.l,,  R, x)/efL(v, + vl,). Here f ( 1 7 i e / m , r ,  A,x) is a function 
of the effective niass ratio, m,/mlt, dimensionless distance variable R and’ x 
(another variable which is equal to the cosine of the angle between p and r). 

where kf = m, + m h .  &.(33) can be pr&erited’in the- form exp ( - ( T / T ~ ) ” )  

. , . <  1 

where T;P is the time of phase breaking. 
Let us consider particular cases where the general formula can be simpli-‘ 

. ..- .. * ’  
L - .  .. fied. In the quasiclassical caie; , ’ - . , $  , a  

we have 

(34) 2 1/3 
T~ = [15(2r)’12/16n $ 7 - f / d 2 .  

Then the phase breaking time is much smaller than the time of flight rf i.e. 
the time it takes a particle to traverse mean distance between the Coulomb 
centers, 

T j  = n-”3/(v, + Vh). (35) 

Let us turn to the second case where a << 1. In this case the Coulomb 
potential can be considered as a perturbation. We can expand cos4 and 

obtain the saiiie law for the echo decay with 

(:36) 

-*. 
er’ 



where 

(37) 
1 

g(77t,/77t/t) = 1- R2dR J_, C ~ N  (f (n2e/??th ,  R, ~ ) f  
For me/nt/r 3 0 we have T~ = ~f/a~/~(27i)~/~. No\\- the phase breaking time 

is larger than 7-1. In this case, as well as in the previous one, the deviation 

of carrier trajectory from the straight line is small during the time T ~ .  In 

other words, the quasimomenturn relaxation time, ice, is much larger than 

the phase breaking time r,,,. 
Finally, let us see liow our ’results are changed if the random Coulomb. 

potential is produced by the moving carriers. Instead of Eq.(24) we have . 

- . .-. :.-.e 

where 

and one gets 42 by the replacement p z / m e  -, pl/mh in Eq.(39). Instead 

of the electron velocity we now have the difference of the carrier velocities 
and instead of the concentration of the carriers Cp, ( Fcp, + F,,,) enters our 

formulae where one should sum over the quasimomenta p1 of the carriers 
which. produce the Coulomb field. Our formulae are applicable also to a 

two-dimensional situa.tion. 111 this case we get. instead of Eq. (39) 

1 5 



with 
e2 

f (77?.e/772h, R, COS 0 )  (41) 
Efi.(V, + V h )  

d =  
We come to the geiieral coiiclusion that in this case the time of phase breaking 

is proportioiial to n-’/*. 

4 Qualitative consideration. . . 

Let us begin with analysis of the case 

Consider the electrostatic potential U(t)  in &he reference frame moving with 
the electron under consideration (see Fig.6). The chariteristic scale of time 

variation is rj = n-l/d/v, while the characteristic amplitude is n11de2/i. - .  
Therefore for t << rj one can eipand U ( t )  retaining the lineax term . 

. SU N tn’/de2/rje. 

The corresponding phase variation is 

64 N t2n11de2/rjliE. 

Hence, 
2 I/d 1/2 T~ = (&Tjz /e  77. ) 

which coincides with Eq.(34). We should, however, make Alere the d l o w q  

important point. The t.lieory developed in the present. paper is based on the 
assumption that the spatial distril>ut.ion of the scatterers is random. Such an 

assumption is usually valid for charged impurities. However, one can espect 
t1ia.t the carriers excited 1)y light in  tlic course of band-to-band transitions 



. 

are strongly correlated iiiiiiiediately after their escitation and it takes roughly 
time 7-j for the correlation t.o die off. This riieaiis that for the case of Eq.(42) 

our theory is applical>le only for T bigger tliaii 71. For shorter times further 
developnient of the theory is needed. 

The opposite case CY << 1 can be understood in the following way. One 
can assume that, together with short-scale fluctuations, the potential U has ' 

also long-scale fluctuations due to the excess number of carriers with a charge 

of a particular sign. Let the characteristic spatial scale of such a 3uctuation' 
be R. Then the characteristic enecgy is 

. .  ., - 
. -. . 

.. 
Due to such.a fluctuation the &me variation of electron energy is ._ .. . 

. .  . 

It brings about the phase variation 

which gives T~ N ~ j / a ~ / ~  in 'this case. Let us give an example of orL2r 

of magnitude estimate of 7; in 3D case. It depends on the average carrier 

energy. For I ili 0.2 - 

. 

erg. and n = 7'- 10" ~ n i - ~ ,  we get T~ = 15 fs. ' .  

5 Conclusion 

One call nsk as to what is t-he I>Ii_\-sical iiiltiire of the contribution to the echo 

clcca,? c l u c  1.0 t . 1 1 ~  iiit.eraction IJct.\vceii t.lic elcctxoiis and impurities. Indeed. 
wlicii calcula.tiiig the ccho amplilude w: could have uscd t.he esact electron 

. .  

. I  

. .  . 



wave function in the itnpurity [icld. One could come to the conclusion that 

in such a case there \vould he no decqr. The point, however, is that the plane 
waves of light interact with a pair of electron states having dejinite values 

of quasinometi fa (Ixcause of the yuasiiiioiiietitutn conservation). The exact 
states are superposition of tlie states with the definite values of quasimo- 

menta. Since our treatment of tlie echo phenomenon rests on the concept 
of independent- states, the coupling among them brings about the decay. (cf. 
with R.ef.[l4] where irreversibility of energy .conserving dipole dephasing for. - 
a simple atomic system mas found). The impurity concentration being small, 
the exact wave functions are.close to the plane waves and can be built up 
by the perturbation method. Mathematically such an approach is totally 
identical to that we used while starting with plane waves and considering the 
impurity potential as the cause of phase breaking. 

. 

The decay of the interband femtosecond echo in semiconductors takes . 
place when qarriers. in the mixed interband states lose their phase memory.. . * .  

This occurs due to the action of random unscreened Coulomb field originated 
either in the static iinpurities or pliotocarriers (provided that they are ran- 

domly distributed in space) generated by the laser pulse. We do not take 
into account the effects caused by the finite duration of the laser pulses.. We 
believe, however: that these effects do not change qualitatively our results. It 
is demonstrated that the phase breaking time is proportional to n-'ld where 

n is the carrier (impurity) concentration and d is the dimensionality of the 

system. The calculated phase Iireaking times for a 3D case are up to about a 

dozen of fenit.oseconds. The coiicentra.t.ion dependence of such a time and its 

order of magnit.ude are in agreeinent wi th  experiment. We would like to note 
that it is difliculr to iiiake a direct coniparison ol the t.iiiie of phase breaking, 

' 

' 



T ~ ,  arid the quailtiby nieasuretl in  esperimcnt, Ted,,,, because of dilferent. laws 

of decay observed on the experiment and predicted by the theory. However, 
the general conclusion T~ - n-*ld - is of major importance. 

One of the principal results of our paper is that we have established a 
new time characteristic of an electron system, rp. This time appears to be 

usually shorter than other characteristic times such as T ~ ~ ;  it .describes the 

rate of decay of the coherent properties of an electronihole system. 

We wish to e-mphasize once again that the physical considerations put 

forward in this paper are b&ed on some generic conceptsr -As for the cal- 
culations, they are presentedi with the help of a diagrammatic techniques, : . 

in a straightforward way. The law of the echo decay we derived does not 
agree with the existing experimental data. We are of opinion that such a dis- 
agreement is of fundamental nature and that manifests basic need for further. , 

%. . . . -  . . .. r . 1  

experimental and theoretical work. *. . 

. . C , .  ' 
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a 

Figure captions 

Fig. 1. General scheme for echo phenomena. Interaction constants are . . 
omitted. The "tail" before t = 0 represents the particle distribution function. 

Fig. 2. Action of random forces on an osGllator. 

Fig. 3. Echo in semiconductors. 

Fig. 4. Damping due to "collisions". 

Fig. 5. Diagrams for nonlinear polarization in the eikonal approximation. 

Fig. 6. U ( t )  in the electron reference frame. 
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